Reiden Technik AG
Swiss quality based on
tradition and innovation

Machine tool manufacturer

“We not only provide
you with machine
tools but also a
turn-key solution!”
Ruedi Willimann, Alex Sutter,
Reiden Technik AG Management

Innovation
based on tradition
Machine tools that are controlled by computer and work unmanned in the accuracy level of hundredths of millimetres: The
requirements for modern machine tools have developed over
recent years from the simplest workshop machine to the most
complex high-tech product.
For over 110 years REIDEN machine tools have been manufactured at the production site in Reiden Lucerne, in accordance
with Swiss quality standards and values. This experience aids us
in recognising growing trends and launching the related necessary innovations.
With the aim of building high quality machine tools in the future as
well and thus offering customers practical solutions for special
requirements, our company is also committed to training future
qualified professionals. We therefore develop and maintain the
necessary expertise that makes us successful in our markets.
We rely on tradition and progress. Rely on us!

2004
Launch of the
REIDEN RS15 6-axis
machining centre

2002
Launch of the first fully
pallett change system

1904

1995

Establishment of the Reiden machine tools
plant manufacturing water turbines

Acquisition by Alex Sutter
and Ruedi Willimann

1948
Production of universal
milling machines

1914
Production
of lathes

1911
Production of wood
processing machines

1975

1997

Production of bed milling
machines with the first NC
line motion controllers

Launch of the
REIDEN BFR1 5-axis
machining centre

1985
Production of 6-axis
processing machines

2001
Launch of the REIDEN BFR2
5-axis machining centre

2008
Launch of the
REIDEN RX10 5-axis
machining centre

2013
Launch of the
REIDEN RX14 5-axis
machining centre

2016
Launch of the
REIDEN RX12 5-axis
machining centre

2011
Launch of the first
REIDEN RX18 5-axis
machining centre
with turning function

Over 110 years
of innovation
Established over 110 years ago as Maschinenfabrik Reiden, water
turbines were manufactured in the early years. Early on the demand was recognised for stable and precise machine tools, which
were quite difficult to find on the market at the time.

2007
Reconstruction of an
additional assembly hall
for large machines

The company was able to build know-how through constant research
and development over decades and incorporate it into new products.
Today Reiden Technik AG is one of the most innovative and most
renowned companies in the branch. This is thanks to the commitment
and dedication of each individual employee.

During the apprenticeship, apprentices go through every
department in the company. They can hence profit from the
know-how of our employees and gain a holistic sense of the
company and its processes.

Training
An investment in
the future
The company philosophy is to train young people with the aim
of integrating them into the company. Training professionals
also guarantees the steady transfer of know-how.
With around 20 apprenticeship positions, the company is an
interesting and important training facility in the region.
Already accompanying and supporting future employees during
their training has the advantage of the apprentice already
identifying with the company’s standards and values, which
makes integration that much easier. In addition the controlled
growth of the company does not require extensive personnel
acquisition measures.

Training in the following occupations is possible with us:

- Automation engineer
- Commercial
- Design engineer
- Polymechanic
- Production mechanic

Consultations help to make customer’s wishes a reality. We try
to consider all aspects to present the customer with an optimum
solution. We build our longstanding collaboration with our
customers on this partnership basis.

You bring the
requirements
We provide
the solution
Reiden Technik AG is known as a reliable company, whose staff is
distinguished by its integrity.
Constructive, solution-oriented thinking and acting are
cornerstones for a lasting relationship with dialogue partners.
We would like to offer you not only a machine but also a complete
one-stop-shopping solution to overcome your processing
problem.

By conviction
Swiss production
site
Customers rely on the quality of our products and services.
Therefore we stand by the Swiss production site and rely on the
know-how of our well-trained employees.
We are renowned for high flexibility and extensive capacity in our
production. The benefits of the Swiss product form the basis for
our existence in the international market.

The assembly hall for large machines built in
the year 2007 contains 6 assembly installations,
which permit the manufacturing of at least
18 large machines per year.

Precise machine tools must be perfectly aligned in the
basic mechanics to satisfy the high requirements of our
customers. We can rely on the expertise in the know-how
and knowledge of our well-trained employees.

Machine tool
manufacture
Our core
competence
From the first idea to the completed machine requires quite a
few work steps coordinated to one another. To be able to offer
the customer quick and practical solutions, construction and
development are carried out 100% at our production site in
Reiden.
Developing our own software has enabled us to have a good
basis for the simple and target-oriented realisation of complex
machine construction projects. Experience from many years of
machine building has convinced us to produce our own spindles.
This enables us to manufacture and repair the spindles quickly
and independently in-house. In addition, such new spindle
concepts as the “Double Drive Technology”, can be researched
and realised.

Many work steps are required to build just one single machine
tool. The collaboration between employees is thereby
particularly important. They exchange their experiences and
knowledge, jointly monitor the work steps executed and form
one unit, which is difficult to imitate.

A reliable team
A strong partner
The bundled know-how of the over 140 active employees in our
factory is one of the most important resources we have. Their knowledge and wealth of experience is the solid basis of our competence.
A valuable foundation that has taken generations to develop.
In order to maintain the functional efficiency of the systems with
respect to preventing costly machine failures, we offer our customers
a broad range of services. Due to the high level of vertical integration
we are also at all times in a position to guarantee replacement parts
and wear parts. Our service team repairs and maintains the machines
in accordance with the latest standards and state-of-the-art
technologies. You can therefore count on always being able to rely on
your machine.

“Only as a team can we meet
the challenges, that confront
us a daily basis.”
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Reiden Technik AG
Machine tool manufacturer
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